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The Many Colors of Excrement: Galen and the History of Chinese Phlegm* 
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SUMMARY: Phlegm figures as a major cause and consequence of disease in late imperial 
Chinese medicine. Curiously, however, when we go back to the classics, the very notion of 
phlegm is entirely absent. The rise of phlegm is one of the fundamental transformations in the 
history of Chinese medicine. This article suggests that the little-known Yuan dynasty treatise 
On the Art of Nourishing Life (1338), which is notable for extending Chinese phlegm theory 
in unprecedented ways, was pivotal for this transformation. Noting a strong resemblance of 
the innovations of this treatise with Galenic medical theories, this article argues that they 
were inspired by an encounter with the Galenic medical tradition. It submits that these 
innovations radically altered pre-existing Chinese understandings of the body’s materiality 
and the nature of disease. And it calls for closer attention to the transcultural movements of 
theories and concepts in the historiography of Chinese and global medicine. 
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 But for stools to be very fluid, or white, or exceedingly green, or frothy, are all bad 
signs. It is a bad sign too when they are scanty and viscid, white, greenish and 
smooth. But more deadly than these will be stools that are black, or livid, or oily, or 
Verdigris-coloured and fetid. 

      —Hippocrates, Prognosticon, XI 
 

 

Phlegm figures as a central, indispensable concept in the Chinese imagination of the body 

and its pathologies. For nearly one thousand years and continuing today it has been blamed 

for a plethora of serious conditions, such as stroke, insanity, cancer, and rheumatism, as well 

as more quotidian complaints, like headaches, skin rashes, swellings, indigestion, colds, 

coughs, or fever. But the rise to prominence of phlegm in Chinese etiology was a late 

development. The very term “phlegm” (tan 痰) is absent from the foundational classics of 

Chinese medical theory, such as the Yellow Emperor’s Inner Classic (c. 100BC; Huangdi 

neijing 黃帝內經).  

Phlegm’s rise to a major cause of sickness in late imperial China is one of the key 

puzzles in the history of Chinese medicine. 1 In a prior article, I have analyzed the 

entanglements of early Indic and Chinese medicine that shaped the introduction of the 

concept of phlegm to China. 2 However, this introduction took place between 200–600AD, 

long before the late imperial period, and did not result in the elevation of phlegm into a major 

                                                
1 “Late imperial China” is used to refer to the Ming (1368–1644) and Qing (1644–1912) 
dynasties in the aggregate. 
2 Natalie Köhle, “A Confluence of Humors: Āyurvedic Conceptions of Digestion and the 
History of Chinese ‘Phlegm’ (tan 痰),” J. Amer. Orient. Soc. 136, no. 3 (2016): 465–93.  
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pathology in Chinese medical discourse. This elevation took place almost one millennium 

later, during the Song-Jin-Yuan dynasties (960–1368).3 Its causes remain a major enigma. 

Pivotal to the rise to prominence of the discourse of phlegm was a little-known Yuan 

period (1271–1368) treatise, On the Art of Nurturing Life (1338; Taiding Yangsheng Zhulun 

泰定養生主論), authored by Wang Gui 王珪 (1264–1354), an obscure official turned 

physician and adept in “nurturing life” (養生).4 One chapter of this treatise features a 

discussion of phlegm that is both radically different from and far more extensive than any 

prior Chinese writings on the subject.5 In this article, I argue that Wang’s new ideas about 

phlegm were inspired by an encounter with Galenic medicine, and that they are key to 

understanding the rise of phlegm in China.  

 

                                                
3 Natalie Köhle, “Spirit, Sweat, and Qi,” in Fluid Matter(s): Flow and Transformation in the 
History of the Body, ed. Natalie Köhle and Shigehisa Kuriyama (Canberra: ANU Press, 
2020), http://doi.org/10.22459/FM.2020; Natalie Köhle, “Phlegm (tan 痰): Toward a 
Humoral History of Chinese Medicine” (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 2015); Fabien 
Simonis, “Ghosts or Mucus? Medicine for Madness: New Doctrines, Therapies, and 
Rivalries,” in Modern Chinese Religion I, Song-Liao-Jin-Yuan (960–1368AD), Vol. 1, ed. 
John Lagerwey and Pierre Marsone (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 603–39; Fabien Simonis, “Mad 
Acts, Mad Speech, Mad People in Late Imperial Chinese Law and Medicine” (Ph.D. diss., 
Princeton University, 2010). 
4 Born in Changshu 常熟 (present-day Jiangsu), Wang served as government sub-prefect of 
the province of Chenzhou 辰州 (present-day Hunan), but resigned at age thirty-eight to return 
to his native Changshu, taking up residence the foot of Mt. Yu 虞山 and focusing on the 
practice of medicine and alchemy. Natalie Köhle, “An Overlooked Yuan Chinese Treatise On 
Galenic Humoral Pathology: Wang Gui’s 王珪 (1264–1354) Phlegm (tan 痰) Chapter in the 
Taiding yangsheng zhulun 泰定養生主論 (1338), Asian Medicine  (forthcoming, 2023); Zhu 
Xuanren 褚玄仁 and Li Shunbao 李順保, “Wang Gui xiansheng nianbiao 王珪先生年表,” in 
Taiding yangsheng zhulun (henceforth TYZ), (Beijing: Xueyuan chubanshe, 2003), 215–222. 
5 For a full discussion and translation of Wang’s chapter on phlegm, see Köhle, 
“Overlooked” (n. 4). 
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New Forms of Phlegm 

Ostensibly, Wang wrote the chapter on phlegm to promote his signature remedy, a laxative 

known as Guntan wan 滾痰丸 (“Flush-out-phlegm pill”). Wang’s argument for the near-

universal applicability of this pill advances two crucial and interrelated claims: first, almost 

all sickness is caused by phlegm; second, any phlegm-related ailments must be cured through 

purging. Phlegm causes vertigo; blurs the vision; twitches the corners of one’s mouth; rots 

the tongue; pools under the skin; breaks out in rashes and in sores; and it seeps down into the 

limbs, inflicting swelling and numbness. It congests the chest or surges upwards and 

overflows as turbid mucus from the nose and mouth. It also causes vexation, insomnia, 

nightmares, fear, anger, stupor, seizures, and insanity.6 But all these disparate symptoms, 

Wang asserts, have a single cure: a thorough purge with Guntan wan.  

 At first sight, there appears to be nothing revolutionary about Wang’s advocacy of 

purging. The method had long been favored in China to rid the body of stagnations, demons, 

or pathogenic qi. The novelty of Wang’s approach, however, is that he blames phlegm—and 

recommends purging—for nearly all complaints. To substantiate this claim, Wang undertakes 

a comprehensive discussion of the many forms of phlegm, and the signs of its hidden 

presence in the body.  

 It is a curious text. Most of its concepts and practices have no precedent in earlier 

Chinese medical scholarship, and it resolutely critiques accepted doctrines of its time. Three 

aspects are particularly striking in their novelty: its theory of white, yellow, and black 

phlegm; its detailed observation of the material properties of phlegm in bodily outflows; and 

its association of phlegm with corruption and with putrid blood. 

                                                
6 Wang Gui, Taiding yangsheng zhulun (1338, 1511), TYZ (n. 4), 154–57. 
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Why would a single formula cure symptoms as dissimilar as sniffles, a twitching 

mouth, hallucinations, rashes, insanity, and an obstructed chest? (A claim that appeared as 

improbable to Wang’s contemporaries as it appears to us today.7) Wang’s answer: “It works 

because there is just one phlegm. Phlegm takes different shapes.” (總為一痰，其狀不同故

異).8 These different shapes cause different ailments, but what needs to be evacuated is, in 

the end, always the same.  

Phlegm, Wang explains, can assume three forms: white phlegm, yellow phlegm, and 

black phlegm (baitan 白痰, huangtan 黃痰, heitan 黑痰). It changes from white to yellow 

and finally to black by virtue of being inside the body for different lengths of time and being 

subjected to bodily heat of varying intensity. A white, clear, and runny appearance indicates 

that the phlegm is fresh; aging phlegm, by contrast, darkens and solidifies under the influence 

of heat, turning increasingly yellow, turbid, and viscous. When this yellow phlegm mixes 

with blood, it turns into a dense, immobile, and putrid mass of black phlegm. Black phlegm 

accumulates in the space between the lungs and the stomach, and forms a blockage between 

the upper and lower parts of the body.9  

The crucial point that his contemporaries do not know, Wang states, is that the strange 

symptoms of guan ge 關格––“pulmonary abscesses,” “intestinal poison,” “purulent 

excrement”, “cramps,” “mania,” “stupor,” and “insanity”––are actually caused by a mass of 

solid black phlegm wedged in the area below the heart and above the stomach.10 Outwardly, 

                                                
7 Ibid., 170–71. 
8 Ibid., 167. 
9 Ibid., 165–66. 

10 Ibid. 
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Wang explains, these symptoms might appear unrelated to phlegm because this kind of 

phlegm is so firmly stuck inside the body that it can no longer be expelled through 

coughing.11 This is the theoretical move that allowed Wang to attribute a bewildering array of 

seemingly unrelated symptoms to the hidden presence of phlegm, and to claim that they have 

a single cure. It also explains the “magical efficacy”12 of Wang’s pill: it simply excelled at 

flushing out deeply lodged phlegm. 

Wang then goes on to describe in painstaking detail the textures, colors, forms, odors 

and flavors of phlegm he observes in bodily outflows, chiefly evacuations. Beginning with 

textures, phlegm causes feces to be “slippery”, “semi-soft,” or “loose” (“resembling soft-

pounded yam or taro”).13 Purged “malignant matter” left out to dry in the sun, “emits a 

metallic sound when tapped.”14 Sputum that contains phlegm is “frothy,” “sticky,” or 

“greasy.” It “adheres to throat and lungs,” and “envelopes the breath.” “Assailed by a thrust 

of air,” it inflates and bloats into the shape of a “piscine airbladder.”15 

Continuing with colors and forms, phlegm can be “persimmon-colored,” “burnt 

yellow,” “with remains of raw and digested food,” or “not easily flushed away with water.” 

Some stools “look like excrement” but “consist entirely of phlegm slices” or “sticky xian 涎

                                                
11 Ibid., 165–66, 171. “Guan ge” denotes a blockage between the upper and lower parts of the 
body. 
12 Ibid., 158, 

13 Ibid., 166. 

14 Ibid. 
15 Ibid.  
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fluid.”16 Phlegm can also resemble “water-soaked donkey hide gelatin,” “old, felted cotton,” 

or “cooked starch.” It may be mixed with “xian fluid,” “pus,” or “coagulated blood.”17  

Odors and flavors of phlegm correspond to its appearance: phlegm that looks like the 

“clam meat,” “rice grains,” or “torn cotton threats” tastes “salty” and causes people to “cough 

up on the flavor.”18 Phlegm with the consistency of “cooked starch” or “peach glue” tastes 

“salty,” “sour,” “numbing,” “bitter,” “spicy,” or “astringent” and carries an unpleasant odor, 

like the “musty smell of soybeans.”19 But it is chiefly the corrupted phlegm that has a vile 

“burnt-bitter,” “foul,” or “pungent” flavor that “make mouth and tongue feel as if chewing on 

pepper.”20 Clear-white, fresh phlegm, by contrast, tastes “bland” and inoffensive.21  

The odors of phlegm, in turn, circulate inside the body as vapors, “riding on qi.”22 

When they “seep into pores,” they cause a “tingling, stinging, or prickling sensation, as if 

worms were crawling over the face.”23 The odors of corrupted phlegm, in particular, give rise 

to symptoms of heat, such as “oral sores,” “inflamed eyes,” “dry tongue,” “sore throat,” and a 

“hoarse voice,” ulcers in the pores of the nose, and a “bitter taste in the mouth.”24 Lodged “in 

between the chest and the diaphragm,” they engender “vexation” and “frequent fits of 

anger.”25  

                                                
16 Ibid. 
17 Ibid., 167. 

18 Ibid., 167. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid., 167, 168. 
21 Ibid., 167. 

22 Ibid. 

23 Ibid. 
24 Ibid., 168. 
25 Ibid., 167. 
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Wang insistently associates phlegm with “corruption” (bai 敗), and with “corrupted” 

or “coagulated” blood (baixue 敗血, yuxue 瘀血): phlegm forms from “corrupted jin fluids” (

痰以敗津所解);26 congealed bodily fluids turned into “corrupted phlegm” (敗痰)27; turbid 

phlegm mixes with “coagulated blood” (yuxue);28 and “black phlegm” develops from 

“corrupted blood” (血敗成黑痰).29 For Wang, the expulsion of “corrupted phlegm” 

(baitan),30 “corrupted matter” (敗物),31 “malignant matter’”(惡物), or ‘”he root of corrupted 

phlegm” (baitan gen 敗痰根),32 is a constant and overriding concern. 

Wang’s focus on the danger of corrupting phlegm is intriguing because phlegm did 

not have any connections with corruption prior to Wang.33 Wang’s predecessors had worried 

about phlegm as a fluid that formed solid stagnations, which stifled the flow of qi. Wang, by 

contrast, fears phlegm because of its intrinsic propensity to putrefy and poison the body from 

within.  

“Corruption,” as a concept, did exist in classical Chinese medicine. But it was a minor 

notion. The Yellow Emperor uses bai mostly in the abstract sense of “destruction,” referring 

to a state that can no longer be reversed.34 But bai also refers to “perished body hair” (毛

                                                
26 Ibid., 37. 
27 Ibid., 169. 
28 Ibid., 166, 169. 
29 Ibid., 165. 
30 Ibid., 167. 
31 Ibid. 
32 Ibid., 171. 
33 I am aware of one scholar who states that phlegm derives from corrupt blood prior to 
Wang: Chen Yan 陳言, Sanyin jiyi bingzheng fanglun 三因極一病証方論, 13 (1174, Yuan; 
Beijing: Renmin weisheng chubanshe [henceforth RWC], 1957), 174. 
34 E.g., as in “The superior physician cures ‘what has not yet been ruined’ (不敗), while the 
inferior physician attempts to cure ‘what has already been ruined’ (已敗).” Huangdi Neijing 
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敗),35 “decayed flesh” (肉敗),36 “rotten and leaky vessels” (經脈敗漏),37 or to “ruined facial 

hue” (色敗),38 In these cases, bai tends to appear in conjunction with terms that refer to 

putrefaction, such as “festering” (潰),39 “going bad” (壞),40 “decaying” (爛),41 and “turning 

into puss’”(膿).42 This semantic range suggests that the Yellow Emperor’s bai also has a 

connotation of material decay. 

This sense of bai comes to the fore in the first nosology of Chinese medicine, On the 

Origins and Symptoms of All Diseases (610; Zhubing yuanhou lun 諸病源候論). This treatise 

chiefly associates bai with abscesses, ulcers, putrid blood, and blood-turned-pus. Bai shows 

in the livid colors (赤, 黑) of putrid flesh,43 the “fetid smell” (臭敗) of decaying blood,44 in 

“foul-smelling” saliva, and in “purulent, congee-like expectorate.”45 Nevertheless, these early 

occurrences of bai still refer to a limited number of well-defined ailments, mostly involving 

                                                
Suwen 黃帝內經素問 (henceforth Suwen), 26, in Huangdi Neijing (Shijiazhuang: Hebei 
kexue jishu chubanshe, 1996), 314; or in the binary opposition of “coming into existence” vs 
“perishing” (生敗，成敗). Huangdi Neijing Lingshu 黃帝內經靈樞 (henceforth Lingshu), 
33, 49, 81, Suwen, 22, in Huangdi Neijing (ibid.), 91, 302, 122, 202. 
35 Suwen, 44, 56 (n. 34), 368, 397. 
36 Suwen, 58 (n. 34), 400. 
37 Lingshu, 81 (n. 34), 202. 
38 Suwen, 42 (n. 34), 362. 
39 Ibid. 

40 Ibid. 

41 Lingshu, 81 (n. 34), ibid. 

42 Suwen, 58 (n. 34), 400. 

43 Chao Yuanfang 巢元方, Zhubing yuanhou lun, 36 (610, Yuan; Shenyang: Liaoning kexue 
jishu chubanshe, 1997), 172. 
44 Ibid.  
45 Chao, ibid. 33, 158. 
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the outer layers of the body. This is because early Chinese doctors tended to see corruption as 

catalyzed by external pathogens, like wind or cold, which invaded the body through open 

pores, became trapped under the skin, developed heat, and engendered putrefaction.  

By the Southern Song (1127–1279), Chinese physicians began to link putrefaction 

more closely to blood, particularly to the “corrupted blood” (baixue, sixue 死血) of 

postparturient women. In their descriptions, corrupted blood moves in strange ways inside the 

body: it “surges to the heart” (上干於心; 淤於心; 衝心) ,46 “confuses” the heart-vessel or 

heart-mind (迷亂心經,47 迷亂心神48), and it “blocks heart orifices” (閉於心竅49, 塞其心窍

50), causing speechlessness, visions of ghosts, or insanity.  

These encroachments on the heart by corrupted blood foreshadowed the central 

etiology of stroke and insanity of late imperial China, “phlegm blocked heart orifices” (痰迷

心竅).51 It is therefore significant that Wang describes “phlegm and blood enveloping the 

vital area [of the heart] and the dwelling place of the spirit” (痰血朦膜於膏盲之間，神明之

府).52 Though, unlike postpartum blood, it is ungendered, Wang’s phlegm behaves like 

                                                
46 Yang Shiying 楊士瀛, with an addendum by Zhu Chongzheng 朱崇正, Renzhai zhizhi 
fanglun (Fubuyi) 仁齋直指方論 (附補遺), 12 (1264, Ming; Fuzhou: Fujian kexue jishu 
chubanshe, 1989), 354; Qi Zhongfu 齊仲甫, Nüke baiwen 女科百問, 87 (1220; Shanghai: 
Guji shudian 1983), 261; Chen Ziming 陳自明, Furen daquan liangfang 婦人大全良方, 18 
(1237, Yuan; RWC, 2006), 380–81 
47 Chen, ibid. 
48 Wang Shuo 王碩, Yijian fang 易簡方 (c. 1195, 1748; RWC, 1995), 47. 
49 Qi, Nüke, 88 (n. 46), 263; Guo Jizhong 郭稽中, Chanyu baoqing ji 產育寶慶集 (1131; 
Shangwu yinshuguan, 1939), 8. 
50 Li Qiu 李璆, Zhang Zhiyuan 張致遠, ed. Shi Jihong 釋繼洪, Lingnan weisheng fang 嶺南

衛生方 (1284, 1841; Beijing: Zhongguo guji chubanshe, 1983), 65. 
51 Simonis, “Mad” (n. 3), 400–404.  
52 TYZ, 14 (n. 6), 166.  
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corrupted blood. Wang’s association of phlegm with corrupted blood, that is, was key in 

transferring pre-existing notions of corruption to phlegm.53 

This might explain why Wang’s phlegm is also treated like corrupted blood. The two 

chief ingredients of Wang’s pill, rhubarb (大黃) and Baikal skullcup (黃芩), were well 

known and widely used to expel blood amassments (yuxue),54 while the third ingredient, mica 

(礞石), was recommended in Northern Song (960–1127) pharmacopoeia for expelling food 

and blood accumulations, often in combination with rhubarb, croton seed, or sal ammoniac.55 

Wang’s successors, in turn, praised mica’s “precipitating” (墜) action on hard-to-remove 

phlegm,56 while they held that the pill’s fourth ingredient, agarwood (沈香), facilitated the re-

                                                
53 I found only two authors that precede Wang in referring to phlegm (instead of blood) as 
entering or blocking the heart envelope (入心包，迷 心包), or the heart orifices (迷心竅): 
Zeng Shirong 曾世榮, Huoyou xinshu 活幼心書 (1294, 1936; RWC, 2006), 47, 48; and 
Wang, Yijian (n. 48), 47. Two Song instances of xian fluid encroaching on the heart also 
predate Wang: Shi Kan 史堪, Shizai zhi fang 史載之方 (1085, Qing; National Archives of 
Japan [henceforth NAJ], www.digital.archives.go.jp), 71–72; Chen, Sanyin, 9 (n. 33), 123.  
54 Rhubarb (大黃) and Baikal skullcup were among the ingredients of some early phlegm 
formularies, but they were not common. While their usage increased over the Song-Jin-Yuan 
period, they still were not commonly used for phlegm. Intriguingly, Chinese rhubarb rose to 
popularity in Galenic medicine around the same time as Wang began using it in China for 
expelling phlegm. Clifford M. Foust, Rhubarb: The Wondrous Drug (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1992), 6–11. 
55 Kou Zongshi 寇宗奭, Tujing yanyi bencao 圖經衍義本草 (1116, 1445; Zhengtong 
daozang 正統道藏 [henceforth DZ], Vol. 29 (Taipei: Xinwenfeng chuban gongsi, 1988), 
186; Zhao Ji 趙佶, Shengji zonglu 聖濟總錄, Vol. 1 (1117, 1300; RWC, 1982), 581, 678–79, 
846, 1265, 1289, 1289–90, 1292, 1300, 1306, 1313–14, 1345, 1368, 2867–68; Zhang Rui 張
銳, Jifeng puji fang 雞峯普濟方, Xuxiu siku quanshu 續修四庫全書, Vol.1000 (1133, 1828; 
Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1995), 96, 99, 100, 183, 308, 351–52, 355. 
56 See, e.g., Li Shizhen 李時珍, Bencao gangmu 本草綱目 (1578, 1603; RWC, 2004), 612. 
Mengshi differs from yunmu 雲母, also known as mica in English, which was already 
recorded in much earlier Daoist sources. Kaguraoki Masatoshi 神楽岡昌俊, “Hōbokshi no 
jōjo shisō” 抱朴子の養生思想, in Chūgoku kodai yōjō shisō no sōgōteki kenkyū 中国 古代
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establishment of the up-and-down-movement of qi that was interrupted through the phlegm 

blockage between the heart and the stomach.57 Wang’s reliance on laxatives (rhubarb and 

mica), in short, makes visible his reconceptualization of phlegm as an obstruction of the 

digestive system that required downward flushing and removal through the bowels.58 

Wang lived at the close of a phase of major conceptual innovation that took place in 

Song-Jin-Yuan Chinese medicine. His novel concepts and practices build on several ideas 

that had formed during this time. The newly emerged practice of aggressive purging, for one, 

prefigured Wang’s embrace of the method. As noted above, purging itself was a well-

established practice since the classical period. A faction of Song physicians, however, 

beginning with Zhang Congzheng 張從正 (1156–1228), argued that purging was the 

preferred method of treatment for all sickness.59 This claim was rejected by others, such as 

Yan Yonghe 嚴用和 (1206–1268).60 It is likely that Wang addresses Yan when he states: “As 

phlegm is caused by a blockage of qi, and qi stops up because of phlegm, what will 

regulating qi do to the phlegm?”61 

The Song reconceptualization of phlegm as viscous product of pent-up body fire and 

congealed emotions,62 in turn, had led to a revised and broadened understanding of the 

                                                
養生思想の総合的研究, ed. Sakade Yoshinobu 坂出祥伸 (Tokyo: Hirakawa Shuppansha, 
1988), 431–51.  
57 Xu Yanchun 徐彥純 and Liu Chun 劉純, Yuji weiyi 玉機微義, 4 (1396, 1784; Kyoto 
University Fujikawa Collection, https://rmda.kulib.kyoto-u.ac.jp/en/item/rb00001995 
), 12a–b. 
58 For the full Guntan wan formula, see TYZ, 14 (n. 6), 159; Köhle, “Overlooked” (n. 4), XX. 
59 Simonis, “Mad” (n. 3), 83–86. 
60 Yan Yonghe, Zhongding yanshi jishengfang 重訂嚴氏濟生方 (1253; RWC, 1980), 78. 

61 TYZ, 14 (n. 6), 164. 
62 Chen, Sanyin, 13 (n. 33), 174–75.;  Liu Wansu 劉完素, Suwen xuanji yuanbingshi 素問玄

機原病式 (1186, 1431; ZZYYC, 2006), 94; Köhle, “Spirit” (n. 3). 
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symptoms associated with phlegm.63 This broadened understanding foreshadowed Wang’s 

expanded symptomatology of phlegm. The new “emotion phlegm” of the Song period 

resembled “torn raw silk” and caused a feeling of a “plum kernel being stuck in the throat,” 

“shortness of breath,” “vomiting,” and “nausea,” and it tended to accumulate in the “stomach 

cavity” (中脘).64 Another new type of phlegm, “hidden phlegm” (futan 伏痰), which also 

accumulated in the  “stomach cavity” caused “dizziness,” “coughing,” “heavy limbs,” and 

“pain in and paralysis of the arms.”65 Emotion phlegm and hidden phlegm were typically 

treated with “Four Seven Decoction” (四七湯) and “Poria Pill” (茯苓丸) or “Five Set Clove 

Pill” (丁香五套丸).66 Wang does not only describe phlegm in terms that match the 

appearance, location, and symptoms of the emotion phlegm and hidden phlegm of the Song 

period, he even denounces phlegm treatments with “Five Set Clove Pill” and “Four Seven 

Decoction” as ineffective.67 It is thus clear that Wang’s novel conceptions of phlegm builds 

on developments of the Song period. 

These continuities do not sufficiently explain, however, how Wang came up with an 

entirely unprecedented etiology and diagnostic approach. Earlier notions of corrupted blood 

                                                
63 Yan (n. 60), ibid.; Chen, ibid.;  Yang, Renzhai, 7 (n. 46), 246; Köhle, “Phlegm” (n. 3), 
chapter 4. 
64 Taiping huimin heji jufang 太平惠民和劑局方, 4 (1078–85, 1241–52, Yuan) in Zhongyi 
fangji mingzhu jicheng 中醫方劑名著集成 (Beijing: Huaxia chubanshe, 1998), 384–85; 
Chen, Furen, 6 (n. 46), 149; Wang, Yijian (n. 48), 30; Wei Yilin 危亦林, Shiyi dexiaofang 世
醫得效方, 4 (1337, 1773–81 ; ZZYYC), 71. 
65 Wang Qiu 王璆, Shizhai baiyi xuanfang 是斋百一选方, 5 (1196, 1799; Shanghai: 
Shanghai kexue jishu chubanshe [henceforth: SKJC], 2003), 87–88, 90–91; Qi, Nüke, 37 (n. 
46), 96–98; Taiping, 4 (n. 64), 382; Yan, Zhongding (n. 60), 80; Chen, Furen, 3 (n. 46), 67–
77; Wei, Shiyi, 4 (n. 64), 71–72. 
66 See citations in n. 65.  
67 TYZ, 14 (n. 6), 155, 164. 
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had never been a source of widespread anxiety, nor had decaying matter been feared as the 

chief root of disease. Unlike Wang’s phlegm, whose inevitable corruption made it a constant 

threat, blood was, at least most of the time, a perfectly healthy and life sustaining fluid. And 

while earlier doctors had duly noted the color and consistency of menses, urine, and 

excrement (which signified excessive moisture, dryness, cold or heat), they had, on the 

whole, remained rather disinterested in observing bodily excretions. As one of the first 

European eyewitnesses of Chinese medicine, William of Rubruck (1210–c. 1270), observes 

with surprise, Chinese doctors “diagnose very skilfully the pulse; but they do not use 

diuretics, nor do they know anything about the urine.”68  

What was it, then, that led Wang to depart from earlier Chinese medical 

understandings? Wang himself ascribes his ideas to a mystical revelation he experienced 

during a trance-like state of introspection, which led him to realize the recipe and rationale 

for his pill.69 Noting an unmistakable resemblance with core concepts and practices of 

Galenic medicine––humors, their symptoms, their observation in bodily excretions, and their 

association with corruption and with blood––I propose to argue that the origin of Wang’s 

ideas was more prosaic, if historically just as noteworthy. It owed less to solitary, meditative 

inspiration, than to an encounter with an alien medical tradition: the understanding of the 

humors that derived from the teachings of the Greek doctor Galen.70  

                                                
68 Willem van Ruysbroeck, The journey of William of Rubruck to the eastern parts of the 
world, 1253–55, as narrated by himself, with two accounts of the earlier journey of John of 
Pian de Carpine, tr. and ed. William Woodville Rockhill (London: Hakluyt Society, 1900), 
156.  
69 TYZ, 14 (n. 6), 157–58. 
70 Throughout this article, I use “Galenic” as a shorthand to refer to medical traditions based 
on the Hippocratic-Galenic textual corpus, including their translations into Arabic, Persian, 
and other West Asian languages and cultures. When the “Galenic tradition” arrived in Yuan 
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Galenic Transmissions 

It is widely known that observing the urine was the most popular diagnostic practice in the 

Galenic tradition since Byzantine times (324–1453). Less well known, however, at least to 

anglophone historians of medicine, is that uroscopy was just one part of a larger cluster of 

prognostic and diagnostic practices of observing the forms, colors, odors, sounds, and 

frequency of a wide range of bodily excretions, such as feces, saliva, vomit, sweat, and 

blood.71 These practices trace back to a short but dedicated discussion of predicting the 

course of disease from the appearance of bodily outflows in Hippocrates’ Prognosticon.72 

Galen subsequently expanded and arranged this text into the framework of humoral 

pathology in the Prognosticon, In Hippocratis Prognosticum commentaria.73 This 

                                                
China, it had assimilated elements from Arabic, Persian, Āyurvedic, and other medical 
traditions. 
71 For coproscopy, see Konrad Goehl, “Zur Stuhlschau des Theophilos,” Würzburger 
Medizinhistorische Mitteilungen 2 (1984): 29–77; Franz Knoedler, “De Egestionibus: Texte 
und Untersuchungen zur spätmittelalterlichen Koproskopie,” Würzburger Medizinhistorische 
Forschungen 18 (1979): 9–108; Konrad Goehl and Gundolf Keil, “Eine Salzburger 
spätmittelhochdeutsche Stuhlschau,” Sudhoffs Arch. 71.1 (1987): 113–15; Gundolf Keil, 
“Koproskopie (Stuhlschau),” in Enzyklopädie der Medizingeschichte, Vol.1, ed. Werner 
Gerabek et al. (New York: DeGruyter, 2011), 778–79. For hidroscopy, see Michael Stolberg, 
“Sweat. Learned Concepts and Popular Perceptions 1500–1800,” in Blood, Sweat, and Tears: 
The Changing Concepts of Physiology from Antiquity into Early Modern Europe, ed. 
Manfred Horstmannshof, Helen King, and Claus Zittel (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 503–522. For 
hematoscopy, see Hans L. Haak, “Blood Clotting and the Four Humours, ibid., 295–306; 
Friedrich Lenhardt, “Blutschau: Untersuchungen zur Entwicklung der Hämatoskopie,” 
Würzburger medizinhistorische Forschungen 22 (1986): 1–167. 
72 Prognosticon XI–XIV, in Hippocrates, Vol. 2, Loeb Classical Library (henceforth LCL) 
147, tr. and ed. W. H. S. Jones (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1923), 23–30.  
73 Galen, In Hippocratis Prognosticum commentaria III, Claudii Galeni Opera Omnia 18b, 
ed. C. G. Kühn, (Hildesheim, Olms, 1964-65), 131–44; Corpus Medicorum Graecorum 
(henceforth CMG) 9.2, ed. Josef Heeg (Leipzig and Berlin, 1915). 
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commentary laid the groundwork for Galenic diagnosis: the interpretation of the appearance 

of bodily excretions as signs of hidden bodily processes.  

Uroscopy, and to a lesser extent coproscopy, hematoscopy, and hidroscopy, 

eventually developed independent textual transmissions. But the Prognosticon and Galen’s 

commentary remained among the key texts in the Galenic medical tradition, second only to 

Hippocrates’ Aphorisms. They were taught in Alexandria in the sixth and seventh centuries, 

and Byzantine scholars composed commentaries on them.74 They also traveled from 

Alexandria to Baghdad, where they were translated into Arabic more than once, and spawned 

their own commentarial traditions.75  

The earliest edition of the Ars medicine¾the compendium of translated medical texts 

that was central to the twelfth-century reintroduction of Galenic texts to Europe¾includes a 

version of the Prognosticon among its core texts, while later editions of the Ars medicine, and 

its successor, the Ars commentata, replace the Prognosticon of the earlier editions with a 

version that includes Galen’s commentary. The Ars medicine and the Ars commentata were 

adopted as the basic canon of nascent university medicine.76 The Prognosticon and Galen’s 

                                                
74 Such as Aetius Amenidus (fl. 6th c. AD), Aetii Amideni Libri medicinales V–VIII, CMG 
VIII.2, ed. A. Olivieri (Berlin: Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften, 
1950), 25–26; and Stephanus of Athens (fl. 9–10th c. AD), Commentary on the Prognosticon 
of Hippocrates, tr. and ed. John Duffy, CMG XI.1–2 (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1983), 168–
213. 
75 Peter Josse and Peter Porman, “‘Abd al-Laṭīf al Bagdādī’s Commentary on Hippocrates’ 
‘Prognostic’: A Preliminary Exploration,” in Epidemics in Context: Greek Commentaries on 
Hippocrates in the Arabic Tradition, ed. Peter Porman (New York: DeGruyter, 2012), 251–
83.  
76 Cornelius O’Boyle, The Art of Medicine: Medical Teaching at the University of Paris, 
1250–1400 (Leiden: Brill, 1998), 82–157; Jacques Jouanna and Caroline Magdelaine, “La 
Tradition Latine du Pronostic et son Commentaire par Galien,” Medicina nei Secoli Arte e 
Scienza 25.3 (2013): 765–96. 
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commentary, in short, remained central to the Galenic medical tradition throughout its long 

history. 

The expansion of the Mongol empire also brought Galenic medicine to China, where 

the Yuan emperors established Islamic physicians at the court. This led not only to the 

provision of Galenic medical care in the capital, but also to translations of Arabo-Persian 

medical sources into Chinese.77 At present, we know of two such works: a dietary manual, 

Principles of Drink and Food (1330; Yinshan zhengyao 飲膳正要),78 and an Islamic medical 

encyclopedia, the Islamic Formulary (n.d.; Huihui yaofang 回回藥方), of which only 

fragments survive.79 Both contain excerpts from various Arabic and Persian medical treatises. 

The Islamic Formulary appears to be based on The Treasures of the Khwarzamshāhs 

(Ẕhakīra-i Khwarazmshāhī), a major twelfth-century Persian encyclopedia.80 Neither the 

Principles of Drink and Food nor any of the extant sections of the Islamic Formulary touch 

                                                
77 Paul Buell, “How did Persian and Other Western Medical Knowledge Move East, and 
Chinese West?” Asian Med. 3 (2007): 279–95; Paul Buell, “Tibetans, Mongols, and the 
Fusion of Eurasian Cultures,” in Islam and Tibet: Interactions along the Musk Routes, ed. 
Anna Akasoy, Charles Burnett, and Ronit Yoeli-Tlalim (Farnham: Ashgate, 2011), 189–208; 
Ma Jianchun 馬建春, Yuandai dongqian xiyuren jiqi wenhua yanjiu 元代東遷西域人及其文

化研究 (Beijing: Minzu chubanshe, 2003), 284–301; Li Jingwei 李經緯, Zhongwai yixue 
jiaoliu shi 中外醫學交流史 (Changsha: Hunan jiaoyu chubanshe, 1998), 135–57. 
78 Paul Buell and Eugene Anderson, A Soup for the Qan: Chinese dietary medicine of the 
Mongol as seen in Hu Szu-Hui’s Yin-shan Cheng-yao. Sir Henry Wellcome Asian Series 
(London: Kegan Paul, 2000).  
79 Paul Buell and Eugene Anderson, Arabic Medicine in China: Tradition, Innovation, and 
Change (Leiden: Brill, 2021), 73. The earliest extant manuscript of the HHYF was redacted 
late fourteenth–early fifteenth c. 
80 Ibid., 73; Ronit Yoeli-Tlalim, ReOrienting Histories of Medicine: Encounters along the 
Silk Roads (London: Bloomsbury, 2021), 106.  
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on the examination of excrement, however.81 There is currently no evidence of a textual 

transmission of the Prognosticon and Galen’s commentary to China.  

But this does not mean that these diagnostic manuals were never transmitted. Many 

texts from the Yuan period are no longer extant. Moreover, even if they were not transmitted 

as texts, we can still be confident that their key techniques were transmitted in practice. We 

know, from independent sources, that Galenic medicine was practiced in Yuan China,82 

which means that key diagnostic techniques would have to be practiced, too. Wang therefore 

would have been able to witness the diagnostic practice of observing bodily excretions, 

regardless of the presence or absence of a written text. The concepts and practices discussed 

by Wang, that is, could be the result of a practical (non-textual) knowledge transmission. 

Indeed, this might help explain the syncretic nature and overall Chinese outlook of Wang’s 

text.  

A curious episode recorded in Wang might be a trace of just such a non-textual 

knowledge transmission. Wang frames his discussion of phlegm with an account of his 

search for a cure to his own phlegm sickness. This account includes a curious consultation 

with a mysterious eye doctor and accomplished inner alchemist, who advises Wang that only 

the Daoist art of “returning essence to the brain” can rid the body of phlegm: “If the brain is 

full it does not leak” (腦實則不漏也).83 Somehow, the eye doctor associated phlegm with a 

leaking brain. 

                                                
81 Since 85 percent of the treatise are lost, this absence does not mean much.  
82 The presence of Islamic doctors and the practice of Islamic medicine at the Yuan court and 
the capital is well documented (see note 77), and there are also eyewitness accounts of 
Galenic medical practice from other parts of Yuan China. Shinno Reiko, The Politics of 
Chinese Medicine Under Mongol Rule (New York: Routledge, 2016), 139.  
83 TYZ, 14 (n. 6), 156.  
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This episode is suggestive. Ophthalmology, in medieval China, was practiced by 

Indian and Tibetan doctors, and by Daoists who had picked up their art.84 The connection of 

phlegm and a leaking brain, in turn, echoes a central conception of Galenic tradition: the 

brain as the chief source of phlegm. Galenic medicine knew the downward flow of phlegm 

from the brain into the lungs, and out the nose, or even deeper into the interior of the body, as 

“catarrh” (literally, kata means “down” and rhéō means “flow”).85 Wang’s term for the 

downward flow of phlegm, “brain leak” (naolou 腦漏), also corresponds closely to an earlier 

Chinese term, “brain flow” (naoliu 腦流), used to render “cataracts” in a treatise based on 

Indian ophthalmology, the Indian Classic’s Eye Discourse (752; Tianzhu jing lun yan 天竺經

論眼 ).86 Cataracts are held to be an influx of humors into the eye in both Āyurvedic and 

Galenic medicine.87  

Prior to Wang, the term naolou appears in three Daoist texts, where it denotes 

drooling during sleep88 and to (unintended) seminal emissions during the practice of inner 

                                                
84 Jürgen Kovacs and Paul Unschuld, Essential Subtleties on the Silver Sea (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1998), 43–48. On Daoist ophthalmologists, see Angela K. C. 
Leung, “Medical Learning from the Song to the Ming,” in The Song-Yuan-Ming Transition in 
Chinese History, ed. Paul Jakov Smith and Richard van Glahn (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard 
University Asia Center), 374–98. 
85 Walter Pagel, Jo. Bapt. Van Helmont: Einführung in die Philosophische Medizin des 
Barock (Berlin: Springer, 1930), 48–61; Kuriyama Shigehisa, “The Forgotten Fear of 
Excrement,” J. Mediev. Early Mod. Stud. 38, no. 3 (2008): 413–42.  
86 A chapter in Wang Tao’s 王燾, Waitai miyao 外臺秘要 (752). Wang claims that this 
chapter was transmitted to him by a Western monk via a Daoist eye doctor. Vijaya 
Deshpande with Fan Ka Wai, Restoring the Dragon’s Vision (Hong Kong: City University, 
2012), 24, 79–80.  
87 Ibid., 62; Jean Lascaratos and Spyros Marketos, “The cataract operation in ancient 
Greece,” Hist. Sci. Med. 17, no. 2 (1982): 317–22. 
88 Zeng Zao 曾慥, Daoshu 道樞 (c. 1151), DZ, Vol. 35 (n. 55), 227 (960–1279); Wang 
Xichao 王希巢, Dongxuan lingbao ziran jiutian shengshen zhang jingjie 洞玄靈寶自然九天
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alchemy.89 It also appears in one medical text, where it refers to copious bleeding from the 

nose.90 These denotations clearly do not correspond to the meaning of naolou in Wang. The 

Chinese medical tradition, going back to the Yellow Emperor, also had its own, well-

established notion of brain outflow. It was known as biyuan 鼻渊 and denoted an oozing of 

brain matter in the form of turbid nasal mucus or nosebleeds.91 Biyuan was eventually 

equated with naolou in the sixteenth century, but this was long after Wang.92 It is therefore 

also possible that Wang was the first to use naolou in the sense of biyuan, especially since 

biyuan figures prominently among his phlegm symptoms.93 

Wang is also the first Chinese author who discusses “inherited” (禀賦，素禀，素抱) 

phlegm.94 In addition, Wang states that the lungs are the “receptacle that stores phlegm” (貯

                                                
生神章經解 (1205), DZ Vol. 11 (n. 55), 69–70; Huayang Fu 華陽復, Dongxuan lingbao 
ziran jiutian shengshen zhang jingzhu 洞玄靈寶自然九天生神章經註 (before 1332), DZ, 
Vol. 11 (n. 55), 121.  
89 Taishang yuanbao jinting wuwei miaojing 太上元寶金庭無為妙經 (n.d.), DZ, Vol. 57 (n. 
55), 486.  
90 Dou Cai 竇材, annot. and ed. Wang Qi 王琦, Bianque xinshu 扁鵲心書 (1146, 1765; 
Beijing: ZZYYC, 2015), 59.  
91 Suwen, 37 (n. 34), 348; Zhao, Shengji, Vol. 2 (n. 55), 1986. 
92 Yu Bian 俞弁, Xuyishuo 續醫說, 9 (1522, 1658; SKJC, 1984), 2a.   
93 TYZ, 14 (n. 6), 156. 
94 Ibid., 157, 164, 165, 171–72. A small number scattered references to “having always 
suffered from” (素有) phlegm are already found in a few Song treatises, such as Taiping, 9 
(n. 63), 437; Liu Fang 刘昉, Youyou xinshu 幼幼新書, 11 (1150, 1586; Beijing: Zhongyi 
guji chubanshe [henceforth: ZYGJC], 1981), 169; Li et al., Lingnan (n. 50), 105; Wang 
Haogu 王好古, Yilei yuanrong 醫壘元戎 (1237, 1562), 5, 7, 11, in Wang Haogu yixue 
quanshu 王好古醫學全書 (ZZYYC, 2004), 222, 250, 306; Liu, Suwen (n. 62), 55. 
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痰之器),95 and explains how “phlegm odors” that travel inside the body cause sickness.96 

While unprecedented in Chinese medicine, the notion of innate phlegm (in the form of 

constitution) is an important tenet in both Āyurveda and Galenic medicine,97 and the notion 

of lungs as the storehouse for avalambaka phlegm is prominent in Āyurveda.98  Humoral 

vapors are ubiquitous in the Galenic tradition. 

 

Humors  

At first glance, Wang’s reference to a Daoist eye doctor with Indian connections who speaks 

of phlegm in Galenic terms seems odd. However, it is fully supported by a thesis advanced 

by Paul Buell, who claims that the Islamic Formulary refers to the three Indic doṣas (phlegm, 

bile, and wind) instead of the Galenic humors (phlegm, bile, black bile) throughout, even 

though it is of Arabo-Persian provenance.99 Based on this evidence, Buell suggests that 

Tibetan doctors must have been involved in the transmission of the Islamic Formulary to 

                                                
95 TYZ, 14 (n. 6), 169; Yun Ki-ryoung 윤기령, Baik Yousang 백유상, Jang Woo-chang 
장우창, Jeon Chang-hyun정창현, “‘Bi wi saeng dam ji won, pye wi jeo dam ji gi.’ ui uimi e 
daehan gochal” 脾為生痰之源，肺為貯痰之器。의 의미에 대한 고찰, J. Korean Med. 
Class. 31.3 (2018): 109–22. 
96 TYZ, 14 (n. 6), 167–68. 

97 Siegfried Lienhard, “Konstitution und Charakter nach den Lehren der Altindischen 
Medizin,” Centaurus 6 (1959): 82–93; Raymond Klibansky, Erwin Panofsky, and Fritz Saxl, 
Saturn and Melancholy: Studies in the History of Natural Philosophy, Religion, and Art 
(1964; Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2019), 51. 
98 Köhle, “Confluence” (n. 2), 479, 489.  
99 I focus on the three Galenic humors of phlegm, bile, and black bile¾and exclude the 
fourth humor, blood ¾in my discussion, because it was these three humors that mattered as 
pathogens in Galenic medical practice. See Kuriyama, “Forgotten” (n. 85), 419–21, 424–30. 
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China. He supports this argument with reference to the historically documented collaboration 

of Tibetans in the translation of Principles of Drink and Food.100  

When we examine the Islamic Formulary, it soon becomes clear that the transmission 

must have been yet more complex than Buell suggests. There are indeed a number of sections 

that refer to the Indic triad of “phlegm,” “bile,” and “wind” (tan, huangshui 黃水, feng 風). 

However, there are also sections that refer to a dyad of “white phlegm” and “black blood” 

(baitan 白痰, heixue 黑血). The three Indic doṣas and the phlegm–blood dyad never occur in 

the same section. There are several sections with any combination of the Indic “phlegm,” 

“bile,” and “wind” (but no mention of “white phlegm” or “black blood”), and one long 

section with occurrences of “white phlegm” and “black blood” (but no reference to 

“phlegm,” “bile,” or “wind”). “White phlegm” and “black blood” occur either separately, or 

in a pair, and in almost all instances they are qualified by the term “root” (根源).101 Even 

when “black blood” occurs on its own (without “white phlegm”), it is still qualified by the 

term “root.” Moreover, the term “root” only appears in conjunction with “white phlegm” and 

“black blood.” It never appears as a qualifier for any other bodily fluids. In one instance, the 

term “root” is prefixed with the adjective “malignant” (惡).102 “White phlegm” and “black 

blood”  are thus part of a category that makes them malignant roots and sets them apart from 

other bodily fluids. What could this category be? 

                                                
100 Buell, “Tibetans” (n. 77), 200, 205. 
101 E.g., Huihui yaofang (henceforth HHYF) (Hong Kong: Xianggang zhongguo bianyi 
yinwu youxiangongsi, 1996), 274, 275. 
102 HHYF (n. 101), 275. 
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The term “root” (Skt. mūla) is commonly used in Āyurvedic texts to refer to the 

“root” of a doṣa that needs to be eradicated.103 In like manner, Wang argues that his pill 

moves and expels the “root of corrupt phlegm” (baitan gen),104 while Wang’s illustrious 

contemporary Zhu Zhenheng 朱震亨 (1281–1358) speaks of a West Asian purgative that 

eliminates the “root of disease” (病根).105 I therefore think that “white phlegm” and “dark 

blood” render two Galenic humors.106 That is to say, the Islamic Formulary’s “black blood” 

translates as “black bile.” 

This is not as improbable as it may seem. The use of the term “black blood” in the 

meaning of “black bile” is attested in both Rufus of Ephesus (fl. 2nd c. AD), who identifies 

black bile as the “sediment of blood” (ὑποστάθµη τοῦ αἵµατος) and notes that “some refer to 

black blood as black [bile]” (ἄλλοι δὲ τὸ µέλαν αἷµα µέλαιναν χαλοῦσιν),107 and in Galen, 

who refers to black bile as the “dregs” (τρύξ), “mud” (ἰλύς), and “sediments” (ὑπόστασίς) of 

blood,108 or even literally as ‘”trabilious” or “black bile blood” (µελαγχολικὸν αἷµα).109 The 

                                                
103 Köhle, “Confluence” (n. 2), 487–88. 
104 TYZ, 14 (n. 6), 171. 
105 Zhu Zhenheng, Gezhi yulun 格致余論 (1347, 1601), in Danxi yiji 丹溪醫集 (1482, 1601; 
RWC, 2013), 39. 
106 I have not witnessed the qualifier “root” for humors in Galenic texts, while it is very 
common in Āyurvedic sources. I suspect this is a syncretic use of the term. 
107 Charles Daremberg and Émille Ruelle, Oeuvres de Rufus d’Éphèse (Paris: Imprimerie 
nationale, 1879), 165, 221–23; Amal Mohamed Abdoulah Abou-Aly, “The Medical Writings 
of Rufus of Ephesus” (Ph.D. diss., University of London, 1992), 141–42, n. 126.  
108 Galen, De locis affectis, III.9, Galen, De locis affectis III.9, in trans. Philip van der Eijk 
and Peter Porman, “Appendix 1: Greek Texts and Arabic and English Translations of Galen’s 
On the Affected Parts iii. 9–10,” in On Melancholy: Rufus of Ephesus, ed. Peter Porman 
(Mohr Siebeck, 2008), 265–87; Galen, De temperamentis, II.603, quoted in Klibansky et al., 
Saturn (n. 97), 52 n. 139, 140; Keith A. Stewart, Galen’s Theory of Black Bile: Hippocratic 
Tradition, Manipulation, Innovation (Leiden: Brill, 2019), 68–73. 
109 Galen, De locis affectis III.9 (n. 108), 266.  
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descriptions of “black blood” in the Islamic Formulary also appear quite close to Galenic 

understandings: an “abundance of black blood” that enters the stomach from the spleen is 

seen to cause diarrhea,110 while “white phlegm” and “dark blood” are “cold,” and play a 

central role in the pathology of stroke.111 In Galen, black bile is also cold and it is stored in 

the spleen from where it enters the stomach. By itself, it causes severe diarrhea; in 

combination with phlegm, it causes strokes and epileptic fits.112  

On my reading, the Islamic Formulary thus mentions two Galenic humors, phlegm 

and black bile. As for the third humor, “bile,” we find one occurrence of a fluid termed 

“yellow phlegm” (huangtan 黃痰).113 I have previously demonstrated that during the Tang 

(618–907) period the Chinese terms “white phlegm” and “yellow phlegm” (baitan, huangtan) 

translated to Indic phlegm and bile.114 Therefore, since the Islamic Formulary uses baitan to 

render Galenic “phlegm,” it is likely that it also uses huangtan in a complementary fashion to 

render Galenic “bile.”115 This would make huangtan a part of the Formulary’s Galenic 

baitan–heixue dyad. In other words, the Islamic Formulary appears to record the three 

Galenic humors (phlegm, bile, and black bile) in addition to the Indic doṣa.116  

                                                
110 HHYF (n. 101), 174.  
111 Ibid., 306, 331. 
112 Rudolph Siegel, Galen’s System of Physiology and Medicine (Basel: S. Karger, 1968), 
260–62, 290. 
113 HHYF (n. 101), 201.  
114 Köhle, “Confluence” (n. 2), 474, 477. 
115 As noted above, the Islamic Formulary renders Indic bile as huangshui, not huangtan. 

116 Buell and Anderson strongly reject the equivalence of black blood with black bile, asserting 
that “black bile was never associated with blood in the Arabic system, and judging from 
context, [the HHYF’s] ‘black blood’ is not a humor.” (My emphasis). Buell and Anderson, 
Arabic Medicine (n. 67), 71. Somewhat confusingly, however, they then go on to suggest that 
“dark blood” may in fact correspond to a fourth humor found in Persian translations of the 
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Yet more interesting, however, are the implications of comparing the terminology of 

the Galenic humors in the Islamic Formulary with Wang’s typology of phlegm. We observe 

the following correspondences (Table 1).` 

 

Table 1. 

Clearly, Wang’s terminology of “white phlegm,” “yellow phlegm,” and “black phlegm” 

corresponds closely with the Islamic Formulary’s terminology of “white phlegm,” “yellow 

phlegm,” and “black blood.” The only terminological difference is “black blood” (Islamic 

Formulary) vs. “black phlegm”¾explicitly defined as product of corrupted blood (Wang).  

Another difference is that the Islamic Formulary’s “black blood” is cold, while 

Wang’s black phlegm is hot, burnt, and corrupted. However, this corresponds to two 

diverging understandings of black bile in the Galenic tradition: there is cold, black bile, 

produced from the chilling and thickening of blood (corresponding to the cold, black blood in 

the Islamic Formulary), and there is hot, black bile, produced from overheating yellow 

bile.117 Later known as “melancholia adusta” or “melancholia incensa,” hot, black bile 

                                                
tridoṣa, which corresponds to Galenic black bile. Ibid., 72 (drawing on Fabrizio Speziale’s 
research).  
117 Stewart, Galen’s Theory (n. 108), 75–85; Mark Grant, Black Bile, in Galen on Food and 
Diet (London: Routledge, 2000), 22; Jacques Jouanna, “Bile noire et mélancholie chez 
Galien: le traité sur la bile noire est-il authentique?” in Antike Medizin im Schnittpunkt von 
Geistes- und Naturwissenschaften CMG/Latinorum, ed. Christian Brockmann et al. (Berlin: 
W. de Gruyter, 2009), 235–57; Klibansky et al., Saturn (n. 97), chapter one. 

Islamic 

Formulary 

white phlegm 

baitan 白痰 

yellow phlegm  

huangtan 黃痰 

black blood  

heixue 黑血 

On the Art of 

Nurturing Life 

white phlegm 

baitan 白痰 

yellow phlegm 

huangtan 黃痰 

black phlegm (formed by corrupted blood) 

heitan 黑痰 (xuebai cheng heitan 血敗成黑痰) 
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“owed its very existence to a process of corruption.”118 This corresponds extremely closely to 

the etiology of Wang’s black phlegm. Moreover, the correspondences between Galen’s hot, 

black bile and Wang’s black phlegm are not restricted to its qualities. They also extend to 

symptoms (madness, mania, delusion, and fear); the way they cause illness (through an 

accumulation of “black bile blood”/ black phlegm in the hypochondrium); and to therapy 

(purging).119  

This cumulative evidence leads to the astonishing conclusion that Wang’s white, 

yellow, and black phlegm correspond to the full range of Galen’s humors: phlegm, yellow 

bile, and black bile. This conclusion is supported by the terminology of the earliest Jesuit 

treatise to introduce Galenic humors to China, Matteo Ricci’s (1552–1610) The Structure and 

Meaning of Heaven and Earth (1614; Qiankun tiyi 乾坤體儀). It uses Wang’s terminology of 

“white phlegm,” “yellow phlegm,” and “black phlegm” (baitan, huangtan, heitan) to render 

Galenic phlegm, bile, and black bile.120   

                                                
118 Ibid., 53; Jan Verplaetse, “Wild melancholy: On the historical plausibility of a black bile 
theory of blood madness, or haematomania,” Hist. Psychiatry 31, no. 2 (2020): 131–46. 
119 Galen, De locis affectis III.10 (n. 108), 282–87. 
120 Matteo Ricci 利瑪竇, Qiankun tiyi, Siku Quanshu 四庫全書, Vol. 787 (1605; Taipei: 
Commercial Press, 1986), 763. Later Jesuits use the terminology of red, white, yellow, and 
black ye fluid to render the four humors. Dong Shaoxin 董少新, Tiandi renshen zhe guanxi 
yu Zhong–xiyixue wenhua de shouci xiangyu 天地人神之關係與中西醫學文化的首次相遇, 
in Proceedings of the 2008 Conferenc on the History of Science 第八屆科學史研討會彙刊, 
ed. Chang Hao et al. (Taipei: Zhongyang yanjiuyuan kexueshi weiyuanhui, 2008), 139–68. 
However, they continue to refer to humors in the aggregate with “tan.” See, e.g., Giulio 
Aleni’s line 痰之爲物 where, judging from context, “tan” clearly refers to all of the 
previously discussed “humors” rather than to phlegm. Giulio Aleni’s 艾儒略 Xingxue cushu 
性學觕述 (1635–1640), A Brief Introduction to the Study of Human Nature, tr. Thierry 
Meynard and Dawei Pan (Leiden: Brill, 2020), 168–69. 
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The West Asian pedigree of Wang’s “phlegm” adds weight to my earlier suggestion 

that Wang’s interest in excrements was inspired by Galenic methods of diagnosis. Whether 

and how bodily outflows can function as a diagnostic sign, however, is not determined by 

empirical facts. It depends on the theories that inform the observer’s perception. In Galen, 

this is the theory of concoction, and the attendant notion of humoral residues. 

 

Concoction and Residues 

The Galenic tradition conceives of digestion as a process of concoction, or cooking, during 

which the structure of food is broken down and incorporated into the body of the eater. In 

other words, concoction is an act of “conquering” a foreign organism and assimilating it to 

the self. 121 It takes place in three stages, during which food is successively transformed into 

increasingly rarefied bodily fluids. Every stage of this transformation engenders residues, or 

waste products, which are the impure and improperly concocted parts of nourishment that 

have resisted assimilation. Urine and feces are among the most obvious waste products, but 

many other bodily substances are also conceived as residues. The most important ones are the 

humors, phlegm, bile, and black bile.122  

Ideally, humoral residues leave the body naturally, together with everyday excretions. 

But they always threaten to linger, degenerate, and putrefy. In the Aristotelian understanding 

                                                
121 Galen, De facultatibus naturalibus, K.11.24, in Galen on the Natural Faculties, LCL 71, 
ed. and tr. Arthur John Brock (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1979), 38. On 
concoction as conquest, see Volker Langholf, Medical Theories in Hippocrates (New York: 
DeGruyter, 1990), 89; Kuriyama, “Forgotten” (n. 85), 430, 432. 
122 Aristotle, Meteorologica IV, in Aristotle: Meteorologica, LCL 397, tr. and ed. H. D. P. 
Lee (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1923), 290–375; “Introduction,” Aristotle: 
Generation of Animals, LCL 366, tr. and ed. A. L. Peck, (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1943), xxxviii–lxx; Michael Boylan, “The Digestive and “Circulatory” 
Systems in Aristotle’s Biology,” J. Hist. Biol. 15, no. 1 (1982): 89–118. 
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on which Galen’s medical doctrines are based, the progressive degeneration and corruption of 

inanimate matter is an inevitable and irreversible process.123 This is why, as Kuriyama 

Shigehisa argues, fear of corrupting humors was the guiding intuition of Galenic medicine.124 

It is also why the body must be guarded from the danger of corruption by purging lingering 

humors, or by conquering them in another round of concoction, which results in their 

evacuation as residues.125  

It is these evacuated residues that the Galenic doctor observes in the diagnostic 

examination of excrements. Fully concocted humors signify that the disease is vanquished, 

and presage convalescence and recovery. Raw or putrid humors, by contrast, indicate that the 

disease remains undefeated, and signal ongoing sickness, or death. The rawness, concoction, 

or corruption of humors manifests in the appearance of excrements: liquid consistency and 

pale hues speak of rawness; dark, oily appearance and fetid stench warn of corruption.126 This 

is the logic by which excrements function as signs of bodily processes and signal the nature 

of disease. 

Diagnostic examination of excrements, in short, hinges on the theory of concoction 

and the attendant notion of humoral residues. Thus, even if––as seems likely––the practice 

                                                
123 Galen, De facultatibus (n. 121), 287; Aristotle, On Generation and Corruption, tr. H. H. 
Joachim, Complete Works of Aristotle, ed. Jonathan Barnes (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1985), 512–54; Aristotle, Meteorologica IV (n. 122). 
124 Kuriyama, “Forgotten” (n. 85). 
125 The concoction of humors is structurally similar to the concoction of food. It likewise 
produces residues that are excreted. Galen, In Hippocratis Epidemiarum librum I 
commentariorum I–III, Epidemics, Versionem arabicam, tr. and ed. Uwe Vagelpohl, CMG, 
Supplementum Orientale, Vol. 1 (Berlin: DeGruyter, 2014), 255. On the concoction–
apostasis–crisis nexus in Hippocrates, see Langholf, Medical Theories (n. 121), 79–134. 
126 Galen, In Hippocratis III (n. 125), 131–44. Prosper Alpinus, De praesagienda vita et 
morte aegrotantium libri septem (1601), R. James, tr., The Presages of Life and Death in 
Diseases in Seven Books (1746), 87–107, 178–86, 220–35. 
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was transmitted to China, what would it have meant to Wang? The crucial question is 

whether the theory of concoction was also transmitted.  

As it turns out, at least one reference to concoction, or at least to the close connection 

of digestion, humors, and sickness, was indeed transmitted to Yuan China. It is a short 

passage in the Islamic Formulary, which outlines the emergence of humoral residues during 

the process of transforming food into blood:  

Treating weakness of the digestive faculty that, because of coldness, gives rise to 
phlegm sickness. If food cannot become blood, blood does not assume its original 
form and becomes phlegm. The origin of phlegm is half-digested blood. [. . .]. If the 
essential nature of the digestive faculty declines and corrupts, it causes heat. This 
makes the blood boil, turn into bile (huangshui), and disperse. [. . . ]. If the digestive 
faculty is weak, the blood in the liver is impure. Therefore, it turns into bile 
(huangshui), wind (feng), or phlegm (tan).127 
 

Without doubt, this passage alludes to concoction, although it ascribes the production of 

humors to faulty digestion instead of digestion tout court. But apart from this rather elliptical 

description, however, no other Chinese medical text known to me shows any trace of Galenic 

theory of concoction. It appears that the theory was never known in any depth in premodern 

China.  

Unsurprisingly, Wang’s discussion of the production of phlegm thus remains largely 

within the classical Chinese framework of digestion. To begin with, the stomach forms the 

“sea of water and grains” where food and drink are separated into dregs and qi. Food qi then 

ascends as vapor to the canopy of the lungs, which collect it and let it circulate inside the 

body. This “dense mist” forms “nutritive” and “protective” qi, which congregate into jin and 

                                                
127 HHYF (n. 101), 395. This passage seems to combine Indic and Galenic theories of 
concoction. On Indic concoction, see Köhle, “Confluence” (n. 2), 478–89.  
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ye 津液 fluids. Finally, jin and ye fluids change their attributes as they course inside the 

body:  

In the liver, they are nemd jin; in the lung, they are named ye; in the heart, they are 
named blood; in the kidneys, essence; in the stomach, xian. They are originally 
harmonious and pure. Reinforced by grain qi, they rise and fall incessantly. Thus 
marrow, brain, tears, xian fluids, nasal mucus, semen, jin fluids, qi, blood, and ye 
fluids all come from one source and respond to the circumstances. Thus when they 
congeal, they form “corrupted phlegm” (baitan).128 
 

Wang’s imagination of digestion is based on the classical Chinese idea of qi as an infinitely 

mutable fluid that circulates inside the body in different modalities. Traditionally, Chinese 

digestion neither involves concoction, nor a successive assimilation of food to self.129 Hence, 

it does not produce humoral residues. Chinese phlegm comes not from the remains of food, 

but from its very essence: congealed vital fluids.130 This also explains the aforementioned 

disregard for the appearance of excrements in the Chinese medical tradition. In the absence of 

concoction, the appearance of outflows could signal moisture, dryness, cold, or heat, but it 

could not reveal privileged clues about the nature of sickness.  

One aspect of Wang’s discussion diverges from earlier Chinese descriptions, 

however. And that is the prominent association of phlegm with corruption. In Wang’s own 

words: “Once jin fluids have become phlegm, they turn into malignant matter by themselves”

津既為痰 [. . . ]自為惡物.131 It is this novel link between phlegm and corruption that informs 

Wang’s perception of the materiality of the body and the nature of disease. It also guides 

Wang’s therapeutic approach. Unlike Galenic residues, whose progressive corruption is 

                                                
128 TYZ, 14 (n. 6), 169. 
129 On early Chinese conceptions of digestion, see Köhle, “Phlegm” (n. 3), chapter three. 
130 On the historical evolution of the conception of the substrates of Chinese phlegm, see 
ibid., chapters one and three. 
131 TYZ, 14 (n. 6), 169. 
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inevitable, and irreversible, Chinese phlegm, prior to Wang, did not rot. This is why there 

was always a choice of treatment: eliminating phlegm through expulsion or retransforming it 

into another modality of qi. Corrupted phlegm, by contrast, cannot not be returned to a prior, 

uncorrupted state. It can only be removed through purging.  

Drawing on an ancient philosophical discussion of the transformation of matter, 

Wang himself states this concisely: “Master Zhuang says: “Isn’t it difficult to return that 

which has already taken material form to its original [formless] state?” Since phlegm is 

formed from corrupted jin fluids, [. . .] it cannot be returned to the state of [uncorrupted] jin 

fluids.” (莊子云：既以[已]為物，欲服[復]歸根，不亦難乎。蓋痰以敗津所解 , [. . .] , 不

復為津).132 By association phlegm with corruption, that is, Wang has redefined it as a 

residue. This redefinition may explain what Wang was observing when he gazed at the many 

colors of phlegm in excrement.  

On my reading, Wang’s chapter on phlegm thus records the full range of Galenic 

humors, faint traces of the theory of concoction, the notion of humoral residues, and a new 

diagnostic approach. Although Wang did not know the intricacies of Galenic digestion, his 

theory of the inevitable, and irreversible corruption of phlegm echoes the Galenic fear of 

corrupting residues. Based on this theory, Wang was able to gauge the age and the toxicity of 

phlegm by its appearance in bodily excretions. This does not amount to a full-fledged 

diagnostic theory of excrements, but it does represent a new approach in Chinese medicine in 

which phlegm has become a sign of pathophysiological processes.   

 

                                                
132 TYZ, 4 (n. 6), 37. Reading 以 and 服 as carving errors for 已 and 復. Zhuangzi 莊子 
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2010), 359.  
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Wang’s Legacy  

Wang’s chapter on phlegm was widely read by later scholars. References to Wang by way of 

his epithets, Wang Zhongyang 王仲陽, “Cave Dweller” (Dong Xuzi 洞虚子), and “Recluse 

Gentleman Wang” (Wang Yinjun 王隐君), are frequent, and many influential late imperial 

physicians quote him at length.133 In numerical terms, Guntan wan is mentioned in c. 170 

treatises and c. 664 chapters of late imperial and Republican period (1368–1949) medical 

texts.134 Wang’s chapter on phlegm was also discussed in Edo Japan (1603–1867).135 

The merits and dangers of purging with Guntan wan were widely debated. Many 

praised Wang for his “wondrous method, still relied upon to this day”;136 others wrote 

scathing critiques about those who “foolishly insisted on using Guntan wan,” ignorant of the 

fact that there are two different kinds of phlegm: depletion phlegm vs. repletion phlegm. 

Depletion phlegm must not be purged because it further damages an already-weakened 

                                                
133 E.g., Lou Ying 樓英, Yixue gangmu 醫學綱目, 21 (1396, 1565; ZZYYC, 1996), 446–447; 
Xu and Liu, Yuji, 4 (n. 57), 3a–5b; Yu Tuan 虞摶, Yixue zhengzhuan 醫學正傳, 2 (1515, 
1531; ZYGJC, 2002), 100–101; Gong Xin 龔信, Gujin yijian 古今醫鑒, 4 (1557, 1577; 
ZZYYC, 1997), 114–117; Xu Chunfu 徐春甫, Gujin yitong daquan 古今醫統大全, 43 
(1557; RWC, 1991), 1236–37; Wang Kentang 王肯堂, Zhengzhi zhunsheng 證治準繩, 2 
(1602; ZZYYC, 1997), 402–404;  
134 Based on keyword searches performed in Zhonghua yidian 中華醫典 (Hunan: Hunan 
dianzi yinxiang chubanshe, 2014). 
135 Kagawa Shūtoku 香川修徳, Ippondō kōyo igen 一本堂行餘醫言 (1788; Waseda 
University Library (https://www.wul.waseda.ac.jp/kotenseki/index.html), 10, 8b–17b; Taki 
Motokata 多紀元堅, Zatsubyō kōyō 雜病廣要 (1853; RWC, 1958), 168–90. 
136 E.g., Li Zhongzi 李中梓, Shanbu yisheng weilun 刪補頤生微論, 1 (1642; Beijing: 
ZZYYC, 1998), 12. 
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digestive system, engendering yet more phlegm.137 Even the most ardent opponents of 

Wang’s approach conceded, however, that in the case of repletion phlegm the efficacy of 

Guntan wan is unmatched.138 To an extent, these contrasting viewpoints were also simply a 

refraction of the above-mentioned Song period purging controversy.139 

The attribution of a gamut of seemingly unrelated symptoms—madness, mania, 

strange dreams, and stupor, as well as a host of more straightforwardly physiological 

complaints—to the putative presence of hidden phlegm is Wang’s most readily apparent 

legacy. Late imperial scholars credit Wang for uncovering previously unknown connections 

between “strange symptoms” (怪證) and phlegm,140 while the knowledgeable critic of 

Chinese medicine, Yu Yan 余巖 (1879–1954), blames Wang’s influence for what he judges 

to be an unreasonable expansion of the symptomatic range of phlegm in late imperial Chinese 

medical theory.141 To this date, the notion of outwardly invisible phlegm that is deeply 

hidden inside the body and causes myriad “strange symptoms” is firmly part of contemporary 

Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM). 

                                                
137 Yu, Yixue, 2 (n. 133), 100–101; Li, Bencao (n. 56), 612; Xiao Jing 蕭京, Xuanqi 
jiuzhenglun 軒岐救正論 5 (1644; ZYGJC, 1983), 431–432; Zhang Jiebin 張介賓, Zhang 
Jingyue yixue quanshu 張景岳醫學全書, 49 (1624, 1958; ZZYYC, 1999), 1260. 
138 E.g., Miao Xiyong 繆希雍, Shennong bencao jingshu 神農本草經疏, 5 (1625; ZYGJC, 
2002), 191. 
139 On Ming replenishing vs purging debates, see Simonis, “Mad” (n. 3), 214–259. 
140 E.g., Wang Quan 萬全, Baoming gekuo 保命歌括 (1549; Wuhan: Hubei kexue jishu 
chubanshe, 1986), 151; Yu Tuan 虞摶, Cangsheng siming 蒼生司命, 2 (1515, 1667; Beijing: 
ZZYYC, 2004), 84; Zhang Jiebin 張介賓, Zhiyilu 質疑錄 (1624, 1767) in Zhang Jingyue 
yixue quanshu 張景岳醫學全書 (Beijing: ZZYYC, 1999), 1846; Xu and Liu, Yuji, 4 (n. 57), 
8b. 
141 Yu Yunxiu 余云岫, “Tanshuo 痰說,” in Yu Yunxiu zhongyi yanjiu yu pipan 余云岫中醫

研究與批判 (1933; Anwei: Anwei daxue chubanshe, 2006), 83–87.  
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Wang’s theory of the inevitable and irreversible corruption of phlegm was also 

adopted by later scholars. There are several verbatim quotes of Wang’s theory of the 

successive transformation of phlegm from clear-white to turbid-yellow in late imperial 

Chinese medical scholarship,142 not least in the work of Zhu, one of the most influential 

scholars of the Ming-Qing period.143 Wang’s successors explicitly recognized that Wang’s 

theory afforded them a novel diagnostic tool. As notes the Yuji weiyi 玉機微義 (1396), “the 

differentiation of young vs old phlegm by means of clearness vs turbidity yields information 

about the state and progression of sickness” (按此以痰之新久分清濁，可謂得病機之情矣

).144 At present, Wang’s theory has been fully assimilated into TCM;145 TCM doctors will ask 

patients about the color of expectorated phlegm. Another of Wang’s legacies—first picked up 

by Li Shizhen 李時珍 (1518–1593),146 now part of mainstream medical discourse—is 

Wang’s aforementioned dictum that “lungs are the receptacle that store phlegm.”147 

Wang was also among the earliest physicians who advanced the above-discussed 

pathology of “phlegm blocked heart orifices,” that is the central explanation of stroke, mania, 

                                                
142 See, e.g., Wang Lun 王綸 and Xue Ji 薛己, Mingyi zazhu 明醫雜著, 2 (1502, 1549; 
RWC, 2007), 67–68; Xu, Gujin, 43 (n. 133), 1237; Gong, Gujin, 4 (n. 133), 112; Li Chan 李
梴, Yixue rumen醫學入門 (1575; Beijing: ZZYYC, 1999), 340; Sun Wenyin 孫文胤, Dantai 
yu’an丹臺玉案 (1637; SKJC, 1984), 34–35; Wu Zhenglun 吳正倫, Maizheng zhifang 脈証

治方, 4 (1564, 1673; RWC, 2018), 168; Wu Zhiwang 武之望, Jiyin jiyang gangmu 濟陰濟

陽綱目, 2 (1620, 1856; Beijing: ZZYYC, 1996), 580.  
143 Zhu Zhenheng, Danxi xinfa 丹溪心法, 2 (1482, 1601; Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, 
https://digital.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de), 49a. 
144 Xu and Liu, Yuji, 4 (n. 57), 6a.  
145 See, e.g., Ma Jianzhong 馬建中, Zhongyi zhensuoxue 中醫診所學 (Taipei: Cheng Chung 
Book, 2017), 207.  
146 First discussed by Li, Bencao (n. 56), 1194. 
147 See note 95. 
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and madness since the Ming period.148 It was Wang, not Zhu, who first put forward a cogent 

theoretical articulation of the link between phlegm and insanity. Zhu’s well-known 

explanation of phlegm madness in On the Properties of Things (1347; Gezhi yulun 格致餘

論) postdates Wang’s treatise by almost a decade, and the connections of Zhu’s explanation 

(phlegm encroaches upon the digestive center, obstructing the circulation of qi) with Wang’s 

explanation (phlegm causes guan ge blockage, obstructing the circulation of qi) are 

undeniable.149 Zhu’s influential claim that phlegm can go anywhere in the body by riding the 

flow of qi was also first advanced by Wang.150  

Intriguingly, Zhu associates phlegm and corrupted blood in much the same way as 

Wang when he speaks of phlegm mixed with dead or coagulated blood (sixue, yuxue),151 and 

when he coins the term “phlegm nest” (窠囊) to refer to stubborn accumulations that consist 

of a mixture of phlegm and putrid blood.152 Indeed, Zhu, like Wang, conceives of phlegm and 

qi as two distinct kinds of matter. He notes: “Qi cannot accumulate in the form of lumps. 

Lumps are matter that has shape, composed of phlegm with food residues and dead blood” 

(氣不能作塊成聚，塊乃有形之物，痰與食積死血而成也).153As noted above, Zhu quotes 

                                                
148 Köhle, “Spirit” (n. 3); Simonis, “Mad” (n. 3), 126–30. 
149 For Zhu, see Simonis, ibid., 122, 126–27; Zhu, Gezhi (n. 105), 53. For Wang, see p. 4 of 
this article. 
150 For Wang, see TYZ, 14 (n. 6), 169, 170. For Zhu, see Simonis, “Mad” (n. 3), 120–21; 
Zhu, Danxi zhifa xinyao 丹溪治法心要 (1543; Jinan: Shandong kexue jishu chubanshe, 
1985), 37; Zhu, Danxi xinfa, 2 (n. 143), 38b; Zhu Zhenheng, Jingui gouxuan 金匱鉤玄 
(1358, 1485), in Danxi yiji (n. 105), 131. 
151 Ibid., 158, 161, 167; Zhu, Danxi Xinfa, 2, 4 (n. 143), 16a, 39b, 43b, 56a; Zhu, Gezhi (n. 
105), ibid.; Zhu, Danxi zhifa (n. 150), 98. 
152 Zhu, Danxi Xinfa, 4 (n. 143), 16a; Zhu Zhenheng, Jufang fahui 局方發揮 (1347, 1601; 
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, https://digital.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de), 16a; Zhu, Jingui (n. 
149), 131.  
153 Zhu, Danxi Xinfa, 3 (n. 143), 85a. 
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Wang’s theory of the irreversible transformation of phlegm from clear-white to turbid-

yellow,154 and there are several instances in which Zhu can be seen to recommend Guntan 

wan, both in Zhu’s own, posthumously edited treatises,155 and in the works of later 

scholars.156 In short, Zhu knew of Wang’s approach and helped disseminate it to later 

generations.157  

Wang was not the only scholar of the Song-Jin-Yuan period who encountered foreign 

ideas. As noted above, Zhu also describes a “West Asian method of purging,” and he may 

well have learnt of the phlegm–blood connection independently of Wang. In a similar vein, 

the Yuan physician, Zeng Shirong 曾世榮 (1252–1332), speaks of a “phlegm mother” (痰

母), to refer to a “stubborn lump” of old phlegm that causes chronic sickness, and mentions 

seizures caused by “unconquered” (不克化) food turned phlegm.158 In advancing an entire 

phlegm-centered etiology, however, Wang was without doubt the most critical conduit for the 

dissemination of Galenic ideas in premodern China. His enthusiastic embrace of West Asian 

                                                
154 Zhu, ibid., 2, 49a.  
155 Zhu, Danxi zhifa,5 (n. 150), 137; Zhu Zhenheng, Danxi yian 丹溪醫按 (c. 1370), quoted 
in Mingyi leian 名醫類案, 5 (1549, 1591; NAJ), 38b–39a. 
156 Xu, Gujin, 53 (n. 133), 55; Wang Ji 汪機, Yixue yuanli 醫學原理, in Wang Shishan yixue 
quanshu 汪石山醫學全書, 7 (1601; Beijing: ZZYYC, 1999), 731; Qin Jingming 秦景明, 
Zhengyin maizhi 症因脈治 (1641, 1706; SKJC, 1958), 87–88. In some of these instances, 
Guntan wan is referred to as “Agarwood Centre-harmonizing Pill” 沈香和中丸, congruent 
with Wang’s claim that his pill initially “did not have a name.” TYZ, 14 (n. 6), 158. 
157 Zhu and Wang may have met. They lived a mere 200km apart from each other, in 
Hangzhou and Changshu, an area that facilitated scholarly exchanges through well-developed 
waterways for travel, literati networks, and a flourishing local print culture. 
158 Zeng, Huoyou (n. 53), 36, 48. See also Yanshan Shengweng 演山省翁, Huoyou kouyi 活
幼口議, 15 (Beijing: Zhongguo guyiji zhengli congshu, 2015), 111 (also attributed to Zeng). 
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humoralism might be related to his outsider status. Angela Leung, for one, observes that 

innovations often hailed from the margins.159 

Wang’s specific terminology of “black” and “corrupted” phlegm scarcely took hold in 

the later tradition. But the qualities of this kind of phlegm—hidden deeply inside the body, 

toxic, immobile, mixed with putrid blood, and stubbornly resisting retransformation into an 

uncorrupted modality of qi—persisted. These qualities were transferred to preexisting terms, 

such as “obdurate” (頑), “old” (老), or “hidden” (fu) phlegm, and to Zhu’s novel term 

“phlegm nest.” Even the most ardent critics of Wang acknowledged the existence of a 

particularly recalcitrant kind of phlegm that was best dealt with by administering Guntan 

wan.160  

Ultimately, however, an enumeration of references to Wang’s concepts, terminology, 

and pill does not sufficiently illuminate the ways in which his ideas reshaped the entire 

discourse of late imperial Chinese medicine. It did so by tying a dramatically expanded range 

of scattered symptoms to a new single cause, phlegm, and by transferring the qualities and 

actions of putrid blood to phlegm. This elevated the preexisting but minor notion of corrupted 

matter to an overriding concern––the root of all disease. It also established the theoretical 

explanation of the way phlegm causes sickness (including madness, mania, and stroke). This 

explanation eerily mirrors the humoral etiology of sickness in the Galenic tradition even as it 

is almost entirely articulated within the paradigm of Chinese medical theory.  

                                                
159 Angela K. C. Leung, Leprosy in China: A History (New York: Columbia University Press, 
2009), 27. 
160 See, e.g., Ye Tianshi 葉天士, Jingyue quanshu fahui 景岳全書發揮, 2 in Ye Tianshi yixue 
quanshu 葉天士醫學全書 (1879, ZZYYC, 1999), 772.   
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A seen in the above-quoted Jesuit translations, from Wang onward the very term 

“phlegm” (tan) assumed a double meaning.161 In the aggregate, it did not refer to “phlegm” 

but to “humors.” The still popular adage “all sickness arises from phlegm” (which also goes 

back to Wang), thus really means “all sickness arises in humors.” Put like this, the 

connections of Chinese medicine with Galen are plain to see.  

 

Conclusion: The Entangled History of Knowledge 

Wang’s ideas, then, were informed by an encounter with Arabo-Persian medicine; they were 

pivotal for the rise of the discourse of phlegm in China, and they have fundamentally and 

lastingly altered the Chinese sense of the body’s materiality and the nature of disease. One of 

the most central concepts in Chinese medicine, phlegm, is deeply entwined with Galenic 

ideas. That is to say: global exchanges have shaped Chinese medicine long before the 

encounter with Western medicine in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.  

And this should not come as a surprise. Recent scholarship on the Global Middle 

Ages has forced us to acknowledge that goods and ideas circulated globally long before the 

early modern period; it has led us to expand and de-center our purview of study beyond 

established circuits of exchange between Europe and the Middle East / Europe and the 

colonies;162 and it has spurred arguments for the centrality of medical exchanges in global 

                                                
161 See p. 16 and n. 120 above. 
162 Pamela Smith, “Nodes of Convergence, Material Complexes, and Entangled Itineraries,” 
in Entangled Itineraries: Materials, Practices, and Knowledges across Eurasia, ed. Pamela 
Smith (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2019), 5–24; Patrick Manning, 
“Introduction: Knowledge in Translation,” in Knowledge in Translation: Global Patterns of 
Scientific Exchange, 1000–1800 CE, ed. Patrick and Abigail Owen (Pittsburgh: University of 
Pittsburgh Press, 2018): 1–16; Peter Frankopan, “Why We Need to Think About the Global 
Middle Ages,” J. Mediev. Worlds 1.1 (2019): 5–10; Victor Mair, ed., Contact and Exchange 
in the Ancient World (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2006). 
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history.163 This includes a recent call by Ronit Yoeli-Tlalim for acknowledging the 

importance of Eurasian exchanges in the history of medicine.164  

Historians of pre-modern Chinese medicine have been slow to follow suit, however. 

To be sure, exciting work is being done on West Asian materia medica in China;165 hybrid 

medical cultures at the empire’s contact zones are also increasingly under investigation;166 as 

is the westward movement of Chinese medical knowledge to Baghdad and beyond.167 The 

reverberations of these exchanges in the textual history of Chinese literati medicine, however, 

have remained virtually unstudied.  

                                                
163 Alberts, Tara, Sietske Fransen, and Elaine Leong, “Translating Medicine, ca. 800–1900: 
Articulations and Disarticulations,” Osiris 37 (2022): 1–21; Harold J. Cook and Timothy D. 
Walker, “Circulation of Medicine in the Early Modern Atlantic World,” Soc. Hist. Med. 26, 
no. 3 (2013): 337–51. 
164 Yoeli-Tlalim, ReOrienting (n. 80); Ronit Yoeli-Tlalim, “The Silk Roads as Model for 
Exploring Eurasian Transmissions of Medical Knowledge: Views from the Tibetan Medical 
Manuscripts of Dunhuang,” Entangled Itineraries (n. 162), 47–62. 
165 Chen Ming, “Method from Persia: Study on the Origins of the ‘Three Myrobalan 
Decoction,’” Hualin International Journal of Buddhist Studies 4.4 (2021): 1–78; Angela K. 
C. Leung and Chen Ming, “The Itinerary of Hing/Awei/Asafetida across Eurasia, 400–1800,” 
in Smith, Entangled Itineraries (n. 144), 141–64; Eugene Anderson, Food and Environment 
in Early and Medieval China (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2014), chapter 
7; Chen Ming 陳明, Zhonggu yiliao yu wailai wenhua 中古醫療與外來文化 (Beijing: 
Beijing daxue chubanshe, 2013); Ma, Yuandai (n. 77); Li, Zhongwai (n. 77).  
166 Yoeli-Tlalim, ReOrienting (n. 80); Vivienne Lo and Ronit Yoeli-Tlalim, “Travelling 
Light: Sino-Tibetan Moxa-Cautery from Dunhuang,” Imagining Chinese Medicine, ed. 
Vivienne Lo and Penelope Barrett (Leiden: Brill, 2018), 271–90; Vivienne Lo and 
Christopher Cullen, ed., Medieval Chinese Medicine: The Dunhuang Medical Manuscripts 
(London: Routledge, 2005). 
167 Vivienne Lo and Wang Yidan, “Chasing the Vermillion Bird: Late-Medieval Alchemical 
Transformations in the Treasure Book of Ilkhan on Chinese Science and Techniques,” 
Imagining (n. 166), 291–304; Vivienne Lo and Wang Yidan, “Blood or Qi Circulation? On 
the Nature of Authority in Rashīd al-Dīn’s Tānksūqnāma,” in Rashid al-Din as an Agent and 
Mediator of Cultural Exchanges in Ilkhanid Iran, ed. Anna Akasoy, Charles Burnett, and 
Ronit Yoeli-Tlalim (London: The Warburg Institute, 2013), 127–72. 
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In no small part, this lack of interest in a connected history of Chinese medical theory 

is due to a persisting sense that Chinese medicine evolved independently of the Western 

medical tradition,168 and that its conceptual foundations are fundamentally at odds with the 

humoral theories on which Indo-European medical theory are based.169 More simply, 

however: in the absence of clear, textual transmissions, movements of knowledge are 

dauntingly hard to trace. Materia medica, at least, often retain a foreign name, or an 

association with an exotic locale. With persistence, it thus remains possible to uncover the 

distant trajectories of many drugs. Ideas, by contrast, rarely come with a name tag. As a 

result, we are mired in an almost schizophrenic perception of medieval Chinese medicine as 

globally connected and cosmopolitan at the margins, in pharmacopoeia, and at the Mongol 

court, all while remaining unaffected––that is, essentially Chinese––at the core.  

By way of example: Even such an excellent scholar as Reiko Shinno will note the 

West Asian pedigree of Zhu’s above-mentioned method of purging, but she immediately 

hastens to add that Zhu could not have been familiar with the Galenic tenets that inform the 

practice.170 Shinno is doubtlessly right about Zhu’s ignorance of the intricacies of Galenic 

concoction. But Zhu’s rationale for purging (putrefying food, humors, and blood will cause 

sickness), did in fact echo Galenic fears of humoral residues.171 In a similar vein, in her call 

for uncovering Eurasian connections in medicine, Yoeli-Tlalim still seems to subscribe to a 

                                                
168 Influentially stated by Joseph Needham, Clerks and Craftsmen in China and the West 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970), 401–404. 
169 Paul Unschuld, Medicine in China: A History of Ideas (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1986), 150. 
170 Shinno, Politics (n. 82), 145–46. 
171 In fact, the Galenic humor–food–residue nexus is more pronounced in Zhu than in Wang.  
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contrast between “materia medica” that “travelled easily” vs “medical theory” that “travelled 

slow or not at all.”172  

Entangled itineraries of drugs, texts, and people only tell us so much. If we endeavor 

to write connected histories of medicine, we also need to trace the hidden trajectories of 

ideas. The resulting findings suggest that (1) Chinese medicine did not develop in isolation; it 

was inextricably entwined with the history of other Eurasian medical traditions. (2) Humoral 

theories were not alien to Chinese medicine; “tan”––which in many cases means “humor” 

rather than “phlegm”––did not only develop into a key pathogen in late imperial China; it 

was also an important vehicle for the Eurasian transfer of medical ideas. 
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172 Yoeli-Tlalim, ReOrienting (n. 80), 3. 


